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I am delighted to congratulate you on holding

the World Butoku-Kai Festival with many

participants from so many countries around

the world.

Unfortunately, I have not beenmuch of a Budo

person myself, but I am proud to say that my

younger sister has been a kendo warrior since

her childhood. I remember accompanying her

to watch her engage in regular practice aswell

as her midwinter exercises. I recall feeling

refreshed and inspired watching how the

students trained in the courteous traditions of

kendo and sat on the floor with straight backs.

Members of the Imperial Palace police as well

as men and women in the national police

forces are all holders of judo and kendo black

belts, and I am confident that their everyday

lives are always as disciplined and

straightforward even when they are not

actually practicing themartial arts. Their proud

bearing reminds me of samurai warriors, and

watching themchallengesme to straightenmy

back and walk with my eyes looking straight

ahead.

Samuraiwarriors carriedvariousarms including

swords, bows and arrows and Japanese

halberds. Those weapons were used in

combat, wounding and even taking their

enemies’ lives. Battle in olden days, however,

was commonly fought between the leaders of

two warring sides firing arrows at each other. In

these man-to-man duels, they would first call

out their names. War was not as cruel as it is

today. Weapons were not so much for killing as

to defend a fighter’s pride as a warrior. They

signified his illustriousness as a samurai.

Japan’s swords and bows and arrows are

beautiful objects in themselves, reflecting the

lofty pride of the warriors, the very spirit of

Bushido, the way of the samurai.

“It all begins with courtesy and ends with

courtesy” is I believe the most revered precept

at the heart of Bushido and in the conduct of the

samurai. I believe that this is at the very core of

Japanese culture. Etiquette and propriety are

the moral backbone that help smooth human

relations andmaintain social order. To treasure

this spirit of courtesy is the key to upholding
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our pride as Japanese, as well as preserving

and protecting the heart of Japan’s traditions.

Let me conclude my address by wishing that

each and every one of you will continue to

pass on the spirit of courtesy, the heart of

Bushido, and the ways of the samurai.

Thank you.
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Truewarriors of the Dai Nippon Butoku

Kai from Japan and around the world

gathered in the Old Butokuden once

again in April 2016. Then, a new

brilliant chapter of DNBK history was

made by those brave and highly

committedmen of Butoku virtues while

they embraced and celebrated the

spirit of most emblematic occasion of

the Fifth World Butoku Sai.

This was all about pride and honor of

being a member of DNBK which we

deeply cherish such noble traditions of

classical Japanese Budo.

We wish to thank deeply to all those

who dedicated their heart and soul,

energy and great efforts in realizing the

lofty missions of WBS. We cannot

express fully in words our deepest

gratitude to Her Imperial Highness,

Princess Akiko for her most inspiring

message and appearance in the

Opening Ceremony and WBS. Her

graceful presence uplifted the spirit

and beauty of Japan in the world of

traditional Budo.

Wewish to express our deepgratitude to

President Barack Obama of the United

States of America and Prime Minister

Shinzo Abe of Japan and all those

significant leaders of Japan and the

world who gave us the most impressive

and encouraging messages to WBS.

Their messages touched the hearts of

many with great joy, honor and

happiness.

Though we cannot mention here all

these people who have devoted to the

common cause of WBS, but every

individual shall be recognized and

remembered in the great book of one

hundred twenty one year history of

DNBK that he/she made extraordinary

contributions to the world peace and

harmony through the dynamic and

spirited exchange of Japanese Budo. It

was the splendid epoch of an

unforgettable event where the old and

new legends of DNBK were born in the

shining floor of ancient Butokuden.

Tesshin Hamada
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